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1Spectral and Energy Efficient Cognitive Radio
Aided Heterogeneous Cellular Network with
Uplink Power Adaptation
Wuchen Tang, Muhammad Z. Shakir, Muhammad A. Imran, Rahim Tafazolli,
Khalid A. Qaraqe and Jiasong Wang
Abstract—In future heterogeneous cellular networks (HCN),
cognitive radio (CR) compatible with device to device commu-
nication (D2D) technique can be an aid to further enhance
system spectral and energy efficiency. The unlicensed smart
devices (SDs) are allowed to detect the available licensed
spectrum and utilise the spectrum resource which is detected
as not being used by the licensed users (LUs). In this work,
we propose such a system and provide comprehensive analysis
of the effect of selection of SDs’ frame structure on the en-
ergy efficiency, throughput and interference. Moreover, uplink
power control strategy is also considered where the LUs and
SDs adapt the transmit power based on the distance from their
reference receivers. The optimal frame structure with power
control is investigated under high SNR and low SNR network
environments. The impact of power control and optimal sensing
time and frame length, on the achievable energy efficiency,
throughput and interference are illustrated and analysed by
simulation results. It has been also shown that the optimal
sensing time and frame length which maximizes the energy
efficiency of SDs strictly depends on the power control factor
employed in the underlying network such that the considered
power control strategy may decrease the energy efficiency of
SDs under very low SNR regime.
Index Terms—Cognitive radio; energy efficiency; device
to device Communications; heterogeneous cellular network;
optimal frame structure and uplink power control.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radio spectrum has been considered as one of the im-
portant limited resources as growing of wireless commu-
nication technology. However, recent reports by Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) has shown that 70%
of the allocated spectrum bands in US are not fully utilized,
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whereas only 2% of the spectrum are used in the US for
any moment [1]. Under this motivation, cognitive radio
(CR) emerges as a striking technology that aims to improve
the the current severely under-utilized radio spectrum by
allowing the unlicensed user to access the licensed frequency
bands [2–4] in heterogeneous network. In a CR aided
heterogeneous cellular network (HCN), unlicensed users
who establish device to device (D2D) communication by
sensing spectrum to find spectrum opportunities as well as
to avoid intolerable interference to the licensed user (LUs)
are named as smart devices (SDs). Spectrum opportunities
could be considered as those licensed but temporally or
geographically unused spectrum. In this context, opportunis-
tic spectrum access is considered based on a typical frame
structure which comprises of sensing and data transmission
slot. The sensing and data transmission slots are required
to be coordinated in a unit frame which mandates to (i)
reduce the energy consumption with targeted throughput and
(ii) reduce the interference to the LUs. Generally speaking,
the length of the sensing slot determines the accuracy of
spectrum sensing detection such that the higher accuracy
can be obtained by collecting sufficient number of samples
during the sensing phase, i.e., increasing the sensing length
[5–7]. To provide higher sensing accuracy, several spectrum
sensing algorithms have been introduced and developed,
such as the traditional energy detection and eigenvalue-based
detection algorithms which are based on the eigenvalues of
the received signal covariance matrix [5–10].
A. Motivation
Spectrum efficiency is an critical issue for wireless com-
munication networks. CR technique was first introduced in
1999 by J. Mitola III [11] to improve the spectrum usage
efficiency and cope with spectrum scarcity problem through
dynamically detecting and re-allocating white spaces in
licensed radio band to unlicensed users. Besides spectrum
efficiency, another important issue for the sustainable devel-
opment of CR technology is energy efficiency, which has
been recently marked as one of the alarming bottleneck in
the telecommunication growth paradigm mainly due to dra-
matically varying global climate [12] and slowly progressing
battery technology [13]. High energy efficiency will be one
of key requirements for practical wireless networks because
2optimizing the energy-efficiency of cognitive radio networks
(CRNs) not only reduces environmental impact, but also
cuts network cost to enable economical green CR [14].
Meanwhile, CR may cause extra energy consumption be-
cause it relies on new and extra technologies and algorithms
such as dynamic spectrum sensing and allocation, which
potentially counteract its advantages and impede the large-
scale deployment of CR in future HCN. Therefore, green
radio has been becoming equally or even more important
in contrast to increase communication capacity and prompt-
ing new dimensions of research and standard development
activities.
On the other hand, D2D communication is considered
as another potential solution to be incorporated into future
device centric networks, due to its benefits of high bit rates,
low delays and low power consumptions. Recently some
works started to cover this area. However, many challenges
still remain to be overcome [15, 16] such as how to integrate
D2D communication into the future HCN with affordable
cost and acceptable complexity on each layer. In [17] it
also had been raised that CR aided D2D communication
is a potential feature that can promote efficient resource
utilization and interference management among different
types of users in cellular networks. In this context, it is of
immense important for the future HCN designers to criti-
cally calibrate the energy efficiency of various deployment
strategies along with the other key performance metrics such
as throughput and interference, in CR aided HCN with D2D
function enabled. Open issues concerning the technical and
economical challenges, as well as possible solutions, need
to be investigated.
B. Background on Throughput for Cognitive Radio
In conventional CRNs, LUs and unlicensed users are
normally named as incumbent users and cognitive users,
respectively. From the cognitive users’ perspective, the
lower probability of sensing errors mandates to improve
the throughput of the cognitive user. Therefore, a tradeoff
is required to be defined between the sensing length and
throughput of the cognitive users based on the frame struc-
ture [18, 19]. Following each sensing period, the cognitive
transmission starts when the licensed channel is considered
as idle by the cognitive user. Otherwise, the cognitive user
has to wait until the next frame to sense the licensed
channels again before any opportunistic usage of channels.
In [19], the optimization of spectrum sensing length has
been studied using the sensing-throughput tradeoff metric.
Specifically, the paper studied the design of the sensing
length to maximize the achievable throughput of a single
channel CRN, under the constraint of the probability of
detection. To provide better service for cognitive users, it
is advisable to aggregate the perceived spectrum opportu-
nities obtained through simultaneous sensing over multiple
channels. In [20], the design of the sensing time has been
investigated in order to maximize the average achievable
throughput of the multiple channels in CRN without causing
harmful interference to the incumbent users or exceeding
the transmission power limit of the cognitive users. The
optimal sensing length is identified for the above problem
under average power constraint. As an extended work of
[20], authors in [21] also studied the problem of designing
the optimal sensing length that maximizes the throughput
of a wideband sensing-based spectrum sharing CRN and
a wideband opportunistic spectrum access CRN. Different
from [20], in [21] the authors introduce an average in-
terference power constraint in the wideband opportunistic
spectrum access scheme (besides the average transmit power
constraint), in order to effectively protect the incumbent
users from harmful interference for the realistic scenario of
imperfect sensing. Moreover, the effect of this constraint
on the optimal sensing time has also been demonstrated in
this paper. However, both [20] and [21] assume an ideal
traffic activity of incumbent user, which is synchronized with
the activities (sensing and data transmission) of cognitive
user and is not practical. It can be seen that the designed
optimal sensing strategies of works above are only from the
throughput perspective and energy efficiency related issues
are not considered.
Compared with sensing length, transmission duration
length also impacts the extent of interference between the
incumbent user and the cognitive user and determines the
throughput of the cognitive user. With the same frame
structure, [22] considered a CRN that a cognitive user
makes opportunistic access to a spectrum band which is
legally licensed to a incumbent user according to the sensing
result. Based on the required sensing time and the traffic
pattern of incumbent user, an optimal value for transmission
duration of cognitive user has been determined such that the
throughput of the unlicensed user is maximized. However,
in [22], the data transmission length is optimized only with
single incumbent user coexisting in the CRN. Moreover,
the analysis is based on the assumption that the spectrum
sensing by the cognitive user is perfect.
C. Background on Energy Efficiency for Cognitive Radio
Apparently the majority of the current research aims at
improving the throughput of CRN and the research related to
energy efficiency of cellular CRN is very limited. In [23],
the authors proposed energy efficiency based transmission
duration design and power allocation methods. However,
the system model is very simple and the interference from
incumbent user to cognitive user is ignored. Because the
length of sensing slot is assumed fixed, the impact of the
sensing length on the sensing accuracy is not considered.
Moreover, the principle and the procedure of the employed
power allocation method is not given. In [24], the optimal
sensing strategy is studied based on sequential sensing over
multiple channels. The sensing-access strategies and the
sensing order is identified to achieve the maximum energy
efficiency.
Besides, use of proper power control strategy in CRN
could further improve energy efficiency and reduce interfer-
3ence to incumbent users and there are some related works
on power control in CRNs. In [25], an opportunistic power
control strategy for the cognitive user is proposed, which has
been proved to be effective in the sense that it maximizes
the achievable rate of cognitive user while guaranteeing the
outage probability of the incumbent user not to be degraded.
Similarly, with known channel primary radio link, a power
control for the CR fading channel is studied in [26] to
maximize its ergodic capacity subject to the cognitive user’s
transmit power constraint as well as the constraint on the
maximum ergodic capacity loss of the primary radio link
due to the CR transmission. In [27], the author considered
the problem of maximizing the throughput of a CRN while
protecting incumbent users of the spectrum. Two mixed
distributed/centralized control schemes (for downlink and
uplink scenarios) that require minimal cooperation between
cognitive and primary devices are proposed. It has been
shown that the algorithms result in significant performance
gain, in terms of the downlink and uplink throughput of the
cognitive network. Different from previous works, the aim
of the analysis on the power control strategy for CRN in this
work would not only on throughput or capacity, but mainly
for energy efficiency enhancement in HCN.
D. This Work Contributions
In this paper, a CR aided HCN is considered which
consists of LUs and D2D enabled SDs. D2D enabled
SDs are unlicensed and they are interfering or interfered
with/by LUs. In other words, no specific spectrum band
will be assigned for D2D communications and SDs only
opportunistically utilize the licensed channels assigned to
LUs. It is to note that the referred SD-users and “cognitive
(secondary) user” both perform spectrum sensing but they
are different in nature. Firstly, conventional cognitive users
still belong to conventional cellular network and the only
difference with incumbent (primary) users is that they only
have secondary right to use the spectrum in condition that no
intractable interference is caused. D2D is separate network
but needs to be well integrated into cellular network. D2D
and cellular network comprise our referred HCN. Besides
opportunistically utilizing licensed spectrum, SDs may have
their own allocated spectrum band for communication and
this is negotiable with cellular hosts. In this work, we focus
on the its performance with no dedicated spectrum available.
Secondly, conventional secondary users would not distin-
guish between uplink and downlink spectrum resource they
should access. In case that they target at a carrier in downlink
resource, it is very likely that they will experience long
waiting time due to many continuous sensing and longer
silent periods, which cause severe delay and intolerable
interference to user terminal of LUs’ system if sense errors
occur. Furthermore, in future cellular networks, users may
not prefer to subscribe over secondary spectrum resources
because QoS is hardly guaranteed and their throughput
highly depends on the traffic load of primary users. On the
contrary, D2D model is very flexible and efficient, which
may allow users to experience benefits in terms of smaller
communication latency, increased data rate and reduced
energy consumption.
In this work, variable frame structure of SDs is con-
sidered with various sensing and data transmission lengths
for spectrum detection and opportunistic D2D transmission,
respectively. The energy efficiency problem is formulated
as a function of variable frame structure. The SD performs
energy detection for spectrum sensing and then is allowed
for D2D transmission on the licensed channel subject to the
sensing results. The contributions of this work are described
as:
• we propose a CR aided HCN and provide the analytical
expression of energy efficiency and throughput for the
SD and interference to the LU.
• we address the selection of optimal sensing and frame
length of the SD cognitive transmission under high
SNR and low SNR environments in CR aided HCN.
• we investigate the impact of power control (over the
transmission links between LU and eNodeB and be-
tween SDs involved in D2D links) under the two SNR
regimes mathematically on energy efficiency, which are
also verified by simulation results.
• we study and compare the selection of the frame
structure and power control factor subject to network
environments and required system performance such
as average received SNR and transmission delay toler-
ance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II defines the system model and explains how the SD
detects and accesses the licensed spectrum bands in a CR
aided HCN. In Section III, we analyse and derive the
expression of energy efficiency in our proposed CR aided
HCN with power control. The analysis on throughput of
the SD and interference to LU is also provided in this
section. In Section IV, we formulate the energy efficiency
and provide the mathematical analysis to study the impact of
optimal sensing, frame length and power control. Simulation
results and discussions to validate the analytical analysis are
presented in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we consider a CR aided HCN consisting
of LUs and SDs, which is shown as Fig. 1. LUs perform
conventional cellular communications by uplink and down-
link via evolved Node Bs (eNBs) with Frequency division
duplexing (FDD) scheme. To initialize a D2D link, SDs need
to perform a cell search to build communication with eNB
for registration. Then peer discovery and synchronization
would be performed to establish a D2D link and they are
always completed before SDs perform spectrum sensing.
There are two schemes for the eNB to pair D2D devices
and they are called as a-priori and a-posteriori, which was
introduced in [28]. In a-priori schemes, the network (and/or
the devices them- selves) detect SDs candidates prior to
4Fig. 1. Graphical illustration of CR aided HCN where SDs establish D2D
comm opportunistically over uplink spectrum licensed to LU.
commencing a communication session between the devices
while in a-posteriori device discovery, the eNB realizes that
two communicating devices are in the proximity of one
another and thereby they are D2D candidates when the
communication session is already ongoing between the SDs.
It is to note that in this work we assume that SDs are paired
and synchronized by the former scheme (a-priori). All the
necessary control signalling between SDs and eNB would
be completed in the cell search and peer discovery phase
such that the SDs are aware about who they are paired with
and the targeted spectrum band to sense. In the meanwhile,
the traffic patterns of LUs are also possible obtained by SDs,
who are able to adjust their frame structure to achieve better
performance.
The spectrum resources used for uplink and downlink by
different LUs are determined and allocated by eNB. SDs
perform D2D communication with uplink cellular spectrum
resources because uplink spectral resource reusing is more
desirable [29, 30]. On the one hand, reusing uplink resources
is more tractable than reusing downlinks as in the former
case the potential victims of D2D communication are eNBs
rather than user terminals, who can bear much less inter-
ference than eNBs. On the other hand, uplink traffic always
tends to be less than downlink traffic. It is very likely that
SDs could not access a targeted spectrum band due to heavy
traffic of downlink channels. Besides, downlink resource-
map in current network such as LTE-A is very complicated
due to many dedicated resources.
Sensing Data Transmission/Keep Silent
T
T -
Fig. 2. A graphical structure of a typical frame structure of CR aided SD
transmission.
The SD may be considered as a terminal withM transmit
antennas such that the SD collects N samples from the
LU during the sensing phase for each device. The collected
samples will be forwarded to a fusion center for combined
processing and decision. The SD performs spectrum sensing
of the licensed frequency band by using the joint detector
proposed in [31] to determine the status of each channel.
Energy detection1 scheme is utilized for the joint spectrum
sensing. The data transmission of the SD is activated subject
to the spectrum sensing results based on the following two
hypotheses for each channel
H0 : y(n) = w(n), (1)
H1 : y(n) = hLS(n) s(n) + w(n), (2)
where y(n) is the observed complex time series received
at instant n; w(n) for all n = {1, 2, · · · , N} represents
an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) with zero mean and
N0 variance. Hypothesis H0 and H1 stand for the spectrum
band detected as idle and occupied, respectively. In (2), the
vector hLS(n) typically represents the propagation channel
between the corresponding LU and the SD and the signal
s(n) for all n = {1, 2, · · · , N} denotes a standard scalar
i.i.d random process and stands for the source signal to be
detected. Once the channels has been confirmed as idle, the
SD starts to perform D2D communication by transmitting
over these channels. It is assumed that (i) the SD is heavily
loaded and always has data to transmit, (ii) the traffic load
of the LU is exponentially distributed with the mean of
the occupied and the idle durations denoted by α1 and α0,
respectively.
A. Smart Device Frame Structure
A typical frame structure of the SD is shown in Fig. 2
where each frame with length T consists of the sensing slot
with length τ and the data transmission slot with length
1In practice, SDs usually have no or limited knowledge about the LUs’
signals and in this case energy detection is a reasonable option for spectrum
sensing [32, 33]. Hence, An energy detection approach has been assumed in
this paper for spectrum sensing because of its simplicity, ease of implemen-
tation, and low computational complexity [34]. Moreover, the aim of this
paper is to characterize the impact of power control and optimal sensing
time and frame length, on the achievable energy efficiency, throughput and
interference on the proposed D2D aided heterogeneous wireless network
without going into the details of complex spectrum sensing schemes. The
more sophisticated techniques like match filter detection or cyclostationary
feature detection can be used for signal classification if more a priori
knowledge about the structure of the primary signal is available [11].
5T − τ . The SD performs energy detection for spectrum
sensing and then decide to transmit or keep silent according
to the sensing result. It is worthy of note that the time
for D2D signalling and link establish are not included in
this frame structure because that it is assumed that these
procedures has been finished in advance. In other words,
SDs has been paired for D2D communications by eNB
but the corresponding spectrum resources have not been
allocated and thus need SDs to explore themselves since
channel spectrum occupancy is very dynamic in such HCN
environment. For any transmission on available channel, it
may consist of a transmission link and two interference links
and SD-Tx and SD-Rx denote the transmitter and receiver
of the SD pair, respectively. The instantaneous channel gain
of the D2D transmission link on the available channel is
denoted as hss while the interference link from LU to SD-
Rx and from SD-Tx to eNB are shown as the red arrows
in Fig. 1, whose channel gain are denoted as hLS and
hse, respectively. Channel information are assumed to be
ergodic stationary and known before transmission phase and
the quality of channel could be estimated by very short
time compared with the sensing length. For example, in
IEEE 802.11a, only 4 pilot symbols are used for channel
estimation [35] while in IEEE 802.22 wireless regional area
network (WRAN) thousands of samples are required for
a typical sensing [36]. Therefore, for the frame structure
of SD, the channel estimation time could be ignored and
thus is not considered in Fig. 2. The signals of LU are
assumed to be complex-valued phase-shift keying (PSK)
signals, whereas the noise at the SD is assumed to be
independent and identically distributed circularly symmetric
complex Gaussian (CSCG) with zero mean and N0 variance.
It is to note that even if the channel is available when it is
sensed, it is still possible that the corresponding LU activates
during the data transmission phase of D2D communication
between two SDs, which is illustrated by Fig. 3. This would
lead to the situation that both the SD and the LU transmit on
the same channel which not only decreases the throughput
of SD but also introduces the interference to the LU. In
addition, there may be an additional interference because of
sensing errors of the spectrum, that is, the situation where
the spectrum is actually occupied by the LUs and wrongly
detected as idle which is referred to as missed detection and
is illustrated by Fig. 4. Moreover, in contrast with missed
detection, another type of sensing errors that is referred
to as false alarm, describes the situation that the spectrum
is actually idle and wrongly detected as occupied by the
LUs, which would also decrease the throughput and energy
efficiency of HCN. Therefore, the optimal sensing time
should be addressed in order to provide sufficient sensing
accuracy and save the time as much as possible which is
supposed to be reserved for data transmission in a unit
frame.
Fig. 3. A graphical illustration of data collision when LU becomes active
in a typical cognitive radio transmission with perfect sensing.
Fig. 4. A graphical illustration of data collision in a typical cognitive
radio transmission with missed detection.
B. Mobile User Distribution
In this paper, we assume that all the mobile users in-
cluding both the LU and SD are mutually independent and
uniformly distributed in a HCN. The probability density
function (PDF) of the distribution of mobile users which are
located at (rd, θd) from its serving eNB and can be given
in polar coordinate as
p(rd, θd) =
rd
πR2m
, (3)
where Rm is the radius of HCN cell, 0 ≤ rd ≤ Rm and
0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π.
C. Propagation Model
The radio environment of a typical wireless cellular
network is described by: (i) distance dependent pass-loss, (ii)
shadowing and (iii) multichannel fading. Path-loss is due to
the decay of the intensity of a propagating radio-wave, and
it requires an accurate estimation for proper determination
of electric field strength, signal to noise ratio (SNR) [37].
In this work, to simulate a real channel environment, we
consider a two slope path-loss model to obtain the mean
received power as a function of distance between the mobile
user and the respective serving eNB. It has been shown
that two slope (or commonly known as dual-slope) path-loss
model is suitable for strong line of sight (LoS) conditions
[35].
The dual-slope path-loss model consider two separate
path-loss exponents, βa and βb which are referred to as basic
and additional path-loss exponents, respectively. These path-
loss exponents are used to characterize two different propa-
gation environments, together with a breakpoint distance g
6between them where propagation changes form one regime
to the other. More explicitly, the signal attenuates with
basic path-loss exponent βa before breakpoint and attenuates
with additional path-loss exponent βb after breakpoint. Here,
g = 4hrxhtx
λc
strictly depends on the antenna height of
eNB (receiver in uplink) hrx [m], the antenna height of the
mobile user (transmitter in uplink) htx [m] and wavelength
of the carrier frequency λc. With this dual-slope path-
loss model, the average received signal power which is
denoted as P [W] at the reference receiver (eNB in case
of communication with LUs and SD-Rx in case of D2D
communication between SDs) from the desired mobile user
with distance rd is given by [37]
P =
K
rβad (1 + rd/g)
βb
P t, (4)
where K is the path-loss constant and P t [W] defines the
mobile user transmit power. If power control is performed,
all the mobile users (including LUs and SDs) are considered
to be capable of adapting its transmit power automatically
while maintaining a certain signal power received at the
eNB. The uplink adaptive transmit power can be expressed
as
P t = min
(
Pmax, P0
rβad (1 + rd/g)
βb
K
)
, (5)
where P0 [W] denotes the signal power received at the eNB,
which is the cell specific parameter used to control the target
signal to interference ratio. Pmax is assumed maximum
transmission power. Because the setting of P0 determines
both the achievable throughput of SD and the interference
of LU, P0 should be setted subject to the quality of service
(QoS) requirements of specific networks considered. To set
the target P0 with fixed P
max, we define Γ and Γp [dB] as
the power control factor of SD and LU, respectively, which
denote the difference between the corresponding required
P0 and P
max. For example, if Γ = −50 dB, the power
control of SD is set as P0 = P
max − 50 [dB]. Note that
(5) is the simplified version of conventional uplink power
control which is recently approved by 3GPP in Long Term
Evolution (LTE) networks [38].
III. ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF D2D AIDED HCN
In this work, the SD preforms energy detection spectrum
sensing and transmit with adaptive power based on the
decision made by the sensing phase. We assume the signal is
complex-valued PSK modulated and noise is circularly sym-
metric complex Gaussian. Under energy detection scheme,
the probability of detection and the probability of false alarm
for the licensed channel can be expressed as a function of
sensing length τ and energy detector decision threshold ǫ,
which had been derived in [19] as:
Pd(τ, ǫ) = Q
((
ǫ
N0
− γ − 1
)√
τfs
2γ+1
)
, (6)
Pfa,ǫ(τ, ǫ) =
((
ǫ
N0
− 1
)√
τfs
)
, (7)
where γ is the received SNR from the LU at the SD on
the licensed channel, fs represents the sampling frequency
and Q(·) is the complementary distribution function of the
standard Gaussian Q(x) = 1√
2π
∫∞
x
exp
(
− t
2
2
)
dt. It can
be seen that both Pd and Pfa are related to the decision
threshold ǫ. Consequently, Pd and Pfa are also related to
each other. For example, Pfa is always higher when a lower
Pd is required and vice versa. To control the interference
to LUs, the target detection probability Pd should be
guaranteed. With a given target detection probability Pd,
(7) could be further expressed as
Pfa(τ) = Q
(√
2γ + 1Q−1(Pd) +
√
τfsγ
)
. (8)
Then, if the licensed channel is detected as idle (H0),
the SD would perform data transmission during the data
transmission slot, whereas if the licensed band is sensed
as occupied (H1), the SD has to keep silent until the
next frame. In this section, we formulate the energy effi-
ciency problem of the SD and study the frame structure
optimization and power control, in order to maximize the
energy efficiency with sufficient protection to LU and the
targeted throughput of SD in the HCN. To highlight the
the impact of power control, the energy efficiency problem
would be formulated with power control compared with the
case without power control.
With power control, both the SD and LU would always
use the adaptive power (5), P tSD and P
t
LU to transmit,
respectively. The instantaneous transmission rate of the SD
on the licensed channel is denoted by rˆ0 when the channel
is actual idle (H0), or denoted by rˆ1 when the channel is
actual occupied by LU (H1), which occurs when both the
SD and the LU transmits on the same channel and interfere
with each other. Here, rˆ0 and rˆ1 are respectively given by
rˆ0 = log2
(
1 +
hssP
t
SD
N0
)
= log2
(
1 +
P 0SD
N0
)
, (9)
rˆ1 = log2
(
1 +
hssP
t
SD
hLSP tLU +N0
)
= log2
(
1 +
P 0SD
P 0LU +N0
)
,
(10)
where hss and hLS represent the channel gains from SD-
Tx to SD-Rx and from LU to SD-Rx, respectively as we
discussed before while P 0SD and P
0
LU define the received
power level of secondary signal and primary signal at
secondary receiver, respectively.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, because LU may change its
status anytime, it is possible that one LU suddenly becomes
active but the corresponding licensed frequency band is still
occupied by the SD, which brings interference to both the
LU and the SD. We assume that the traffic loads of the LUs
are exponentially distributed with the mean of the occupied
and the idle durations denoted by α1 and α0, respectively.
7Iˆ =
T − τ
T
E
{
P tSD
(
P(H0)hse (1−Pfa)P
s
p + P(H1)hse (1−Pd)P
s
ip
)}
,
=
T − τ
T
E
{
P 0SD
(
P(H0) (1−Pfa)P
s
p + P(H1) (1−Pd)P
s
ip
)}
. (13)
In this case, the percentage of transmission with interference
(collided transmission, red portion in Fig. 3) due to this LU
unpredictable activity out of data transmission duration can
be expressed as [39]
P
s
p = 1−
α0
T − τ
(
1− exp
(
−
T − τ
α0
))
, T > τ > 0.
(11)
It is to note that the interference above is because of
the unpredictable activity of the LU rather than the sensing
errors. In practice, spectrum sensing is always imperfect and
the sensing errors due to missed detection lead to more
interference between the SD and LU while false alarm
would not cause further interference but will waste spectrum
resource and thus decreases both energy efficiency and
throughput of CRNs. In the condition that missed detection
occurs, the percentage of transmission with interference
(collided transmission, red portion in Fig. 4) out of data
transmission duration is given by [39]:
P
s
ip =
α1
T − τ
(
1− exp
(
−
T − τ
α1
))
, T > τ > 0.
(12)
Based on the analysis above, the average interference to
the LU and the average throughput of the SD could be
expressed by (13) at top of this page and
Rˆ =
T − τ
T
E
{
P(H0) (1−Pfa)
(
rˆ0
(
1−Psp
)
+ rˆ1P
s
p
)
+ P(H1) (1−Pd)
(
rˆ0
(
1−Psip
)
+ rˆ1P
s
ip
)}
,
(14)
respectively. E{·} represents the function of expectation and
it is to note that expectation of a constant is equal to the
constant itself.
In order to formulate the energy efficiency problem of
SD, the power consumed in a frame duration should be
addressed, which mainly contains three parts: electronic
circuit consumption Pc, spectrum sensing consumption Ps,
and the data transmission consumption on the licensed
channel P tSD. The electronic circuit power Pc is the average
power assumption of device electronics, such as mixers,
filters, and digital to analog converters, which is almost
fixed. The power used during spectrum sensing is much
small compared to the data transmission power. The average
total power consumed within a frame could be calculated as
Eˆ =
{
PcT + Psτ, H1|H0 or H1|H1,
PcT + Psτ + P
t
SD(T − τ), H0|H0 or H0|H1,
(15)
which could be expressed using conditional probability
theory as
Eˆ =PcT + Psτ + P
t
SD×
(T − τ)
(
P(H0) (1−Pfa) + P(H1)
(
1−Pd
) )
.
(16)
The energy efficiency of SDs in the proposed CR aided
HCN is defined as
Jˆ =
Average Number of the Bits Transmitted
Average Total Energy Consumed
=
Rˆ T
Eˆ
(17)
which is measured in bits/Joule/Hz. By substituting (14)
and (16) into (17), we have the energy efficiency of SD
in the considered HCN with power control which could be
expressed as (18).
Similarly, denote r0, r1, I , R, E and J as the instan-
taneous transmission rates of SD with LU coexisting and
without LU coexisting, the average interference to the LU,
the average throughput of the SD, the average total power
consumption within a frame and the energy efficiency of
SD in the proposed CR aided HCN without power control,
respectively. It is to note that in case that power control is
not employed, SDs would use PmaxSD as transmission power
and consequently the expressions of corresponding metrics
can be obtained by simply replacing P tSD by P
max
SD in the
equations from (9) to (18).
IV. OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Based on the derived the energy efficiency formula for our
proposed CR aided HCN, the energy efficiency optimization
problem, under the average interference constraint and total
transmission power constraint can be formulated as follows
maximize Jˆ
subject to Iˆ ≤ Iˆ , Rˆ ≥ Rˆ, T > τ > 0. (19)
The Iˆ is maximum acceptable interference for LU and Rˆ is
the targeted throughput for the SD. In order to maximize
an energy efficiency, a proper sensing time τ is key to
achieve required sensing accuracy without unnecessary time
waste. Frame length T is also important to transmit more
data as well as avoid transmission collision due to LUs’
traffic. Besides, P tSD dominants the total power consumption
8Jˆ =
(T − τ)E
{
P(H0) (1−Pfa)
(
rˆ0
(
1−Psp
)
+ rˆ1P
s
p
)
+ P(H1) (1−Pd)
(
rˆ0
(
1−Psip
)
+ rˆ1P
s
ip
)}
PcT + Psτ + P tSD(T − τ)
(
P(H0) (1−Pfa) + P(H1) (1−Pd)
) . (18)
J˜ =
(T − τ)
(
P(H0) (1−Pfa) r0 + P(H1) (1−Pd) r1
)
PcT + Psτ + PmaxSD (T − τ)
(
P(H0) (1−Pfa) + P(H1) (1−Pd)
) , (20)
˜ˆ
J =
(T − τ)
(
P(H0) (1−Pfa) rˆ0 + P(H1) (1−Pd) rˆ1
)
PcT + Psτ + P tSD(T − τ)
(
P(H0) (1−Pfa) + P(H1) (1−Pd)
) . (21)
and determines the achievable throughput so it also highly
matters. These three variables jointly decide the result of
(19). However, it can be seen that (19) is exceptionally
complex with complicated expressions of Jˆ and Rˆ. The
constraints, Iˆ , Rˆ are also not fixed due to different QoS of
different wireless networks. In this section, we take insight
into the concavity of the energy efficiency Jˆ and Rˆ to
provide mathematical proof for the optimization results in
simulation. Besides, the impact of power control on the
achievable energy efficiency is analysed mathematically.
A. Optimal Sensing and Frame Length
To explore the impact of sensing and frame length on en-
ergy efficiency, we now look into the impact on throughput
firstly which has simpler expression than energy efficiency.
If we defineD = T−τ which indicates the data transmission
length, the expression of Rˆ (14), can be considered as
function of (τ,D). It is to note that τ andD are independent
and if we replace T − τ by D, Psp and P
s
ip are both as
function of D only and have nothing to do with τ . In this
case, according to the Theorem 1 of [18], one conclusion
could be reached that there exists an optimal sensing time
which yields the maximum achievable throughput and Rˆ is
concave for the range of τ in which Pfa ≤ 0.5.
Proposition 1: Rˆ is increasing when T approaches τ and
converge as T approach +∞.
Proof : See Appendix A.
Apparently Proposition 1 is not sufficient to reach any
conclusion about concavity of Rˆ but it is the most related
mathematical evidence. Base on Proposition 1, the con-
cavity of Rˆ can be discussed in term of its monotonicity.
Specifically, Rˆ is concave if Rˆ monotonically increases and
otherwise it is not concave. Moreover, the monotonicity of Rˆ
depends on the other parameters in (14) such as transmission
power such that concavity of Rˆ is not fixed with different
network environments.
In the sequel, similar as Rˆ, the convexity of energy
efficiency, as Jˆ = Rˆ T
Eˆ
, with respect to τ and T both depend
on the value of other parameters in (18). The exhaustive
search has to be employed for the optimal value of τ and
T for the maximum achievable energy efficiency.
B. Impact of Power Control
Based on the derived energy efficiency formula of pro-
posed HCN with power control, in this part the impact of
power control on the energy efficiency is investigated. To
further simplify equation (18) and considering a common
case that the status of LU is not changing very frequent,
the interference brought by the asynchronous activities of
LU and SD could be ignored, which means Psp = 0 and
Psip = 1. In this case, the simplified energy efficiency
without and with power control would be approximately
evaluated by (20) and (21), respectively.
Proposition 2: Denote ∆ J =
˜ˆ
J − J˜ and consider ∆ J =
f(P tSD) with domf = {P
t
SD | P
max
SD ≥ P
t
SD > 0}, ∆ J is
not always positive as a function of P tSD.
Proof : See Appendix B.
Based on Proposition 2, one conclusion can be reached
that power control by (4) may not be energy efficient when
P tSD is very small, which may occur in a very low SNR
environment. Please note that the nature of power control
by (4) is to reduce transmission power with required SNR
achieved but in some extreme cases it is not beneficial for
energy efficiency. Proposition 2 exams such an extreme case
when P tSD is very small. With the essence of Shannon
channel capacity formula, it should be always more energy
efficient with lower transmission power (lower SNR if same
noise is considered). However, this only apply to the energy
efficiency which is calculated as successfully transmitted
information over received signal power. In order to calculate
the accurate energy efficiency in practise, it can not be
ignored that the impact of real channel propagation (path-
loss and fading) on the transmission signal power, as well
as an additional power consumption such as electronic
circuit power and sensing power. Specifically, under very
low SNR network, the transmission power is not dominant
power consumption any more considering the total power
consumed and in this case transmission with the maximum
power is more energy efficient with controlled transmission
power by (4). This is the reason why the power control by
(4) may not be energy efficient for low SNR. Consequently,
if power control like (4) is needed to be employed to
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Fig. 5. Throughput vs sensing time with high SNR (upper) and low SNR
(lower).
further improve energy efficiency, we may need to find the
acceptable range of the received power to avoid low SNR
regime which decreases energy efficiency.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present and discuss the simulation
results of the considered HCN with variable frame structure
and power control strategy. Energy detection is employed
for spectrum sensing. We assume that signal is complex-
valued PSK modulated and noise is circularly symmetric
complex Gaussian. As we discussed in the previous section,
a two slope path-loss model is considered to simulate a
real channel environment and all the LUs and SDs are
randomly distributed in a HCN cell with radius 500 m. It
has been reported that the maximum transmission power
of mobile terminal ranges from 30 mW to 2 W subject to
different wireless networks [38, 40]. Due to the concern of
human health and environment problem, it would be the
common belief that transmission power of mobile terminals
in future wireless communication system would be further
less. Therefore, we consider two maximum transmission
power of the SD with PmaxSD = 800 mW and P
max
SD = 50
mW, which could be considered as two SNR regimes: the
high SNR and the low SNR circumstance, respectively. The
impacts of the power control would be investigated under
these two SNR circumstance. It is to note that with both P tSD
and P tLU are determined by (4) for the power control case.
While without power control, both LUs and SDs transmit
with their defined maximum transmission power. Unless
otherwise stated, the values of the other parameters are listed
in Table I.
A. Sensing Length
In this subsection, we will show the energy efficiency,
throughput of SD with tolerable interference to LU as a
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Fig. 6. Energy efficiency vs sensing time with high SNR and low SNR.
function of variable sensing length with fixed frame duration
T = 100 ms. Power control is employed in simulation to
further control the interference to LU and to improve energy
efficiency with Γ = −50 dB.
Fig. 5 illustrates the throughput of SD as a function of
variable sensing length under high SNR (upper subfigure)
and low SNR (lower subfigure) network environments, re-
spectively. It can be clearly observed that the higher average
SNR with higher maximum transmission power of SD leads
to higher achievable throughput while the lower average
SNR with lower maximum transmission power of SD leads
to lower achievable throughput. The achievable throughput
without power control under two SNR scenarios are also
provided for comparison, which are always higher than the
throughput with power control because of the limitation of
SD transmission power. Furthermore, the optimal sensing
time for the two SNR networks are quite close with each
other which are at around 2.6 ms.
In Fig. 6, the energy efficiency versus the sensing time of
SD is presented for the two SNR scenarios. Compared with
Fig. 5 the optimal sensing time for the maximum energy
efficiency are a bit different from the optimal sensing for
the maximum throughput. This is more obvious in high SNR
case which has optimal sensing time for energy efficiency
both located at around 5 ms with the power control and
without power control. It is rather interesting to note that
for high SNR scenario, power control leads to higher energy
efficiency while power control degrades energy efficiency
under low SNR network. Intuitively, due to the essence of
the Shannon channel capacity formula, it should be always
more energy efficient with power control because the total
transmission power is lower than the case without power
control. However, this only apply to the energy efficiency
which is calculated as successfully transmitted information
over received signal power. In order to calculate the accurate
energy efficiency in practise, it can not be ignored that the
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Fig. 8. Throughput vs frame length with high SNR (upper) and low SNR
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impact of real channel propagation (path loss and fading)
on the transmission signal power, as well as the extra
power consumption such as electronic circuit power and
sensing power. Specifically, under low SNR network, the
transmission power is not dominant power consumption
any more considering the total power consumed and this
is the reason why the power control may not be energy
efficient for low SNR network. In addition, the trend of
caused interference with the increase in sensing length is
also shown by Fig. 7. Longer sensing time provides less
missed detection which causes less interference. Besides, it
can be clearly illustrated that power control mitigates the
interference significantly under both the SNR regimes. The
impressive mitigation could reach around 6 dB and 10 dB for
high SNR and low SNR networks, respectively via adaptive
uplink power control.
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B. Frame Length
In this subsection, the energy efficiency, throughput of
SD and the interference to LU are presented as a function
of variable frame length with fixed sensing length τ = 2
ms. Same as the previous subsection, power control factor
of SD is also set to be Γ = −50 dB.
Fig. 8 illustrates the throughput of SD as a function
of variable frame length up to 1000 ms under the two
network environments. It can be seen that the throughput
curve without power control is similar as the previous
sensing curve in Fig. 5. This is because the longer the
duration of frame is, the higher probability that the LU
becomes active before the current frame ends would be.
In this case there is an optimal length to guarantee that it
would not spend too much percentage of time on sensing
at the same time the transmission would not be keeping too
long in each frame which cause unnecessary interference.
It can be observed that this optimal frame length under
the high and low SNR regime are diverse with around
250 ms and 180 ms, respectively. While the curve with
power control shows a bit different trend, which keeps flat
after it reaches the maximum value when T approaches
500 ms and 400 ms under the corresponding SNR regime.
Apparently different concavity of achievable throughputs
has been shown by the power control and the without power
control curves. It is to note that the reason which leads to
this concavity diversity is only due to different transmission
power (reduced transmission power mitigates the negative
effect of long frame length on throughput) and have no direct
relationship with frame length T . This is consistent with our
discussion in section IV.
The energy efficiency of the two SNR networks are
plotted versus frame length in Fig. 9. With similar trend
of throughput curve, the optimal frame length can be both
found at around 200 ms under two SNR regimes without
power control. The maximum energy efficiency with power
11
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Fig. 11. Energy efficiency vs Sensing and frame length with low SNR.
control is reached a bit earlier than throughput with increase
of T , which is located around at 200 ms and 350 ms for the
high SNR and low SNR networks, respectively. The impact
of power control on energy efficiency, that power control
enhances energy efficiency under high SNR network while
power control degrades energy efficiency under low SNR
network, could be explained as the some reason as variable
sensing results. Furthermore, the interference versus frame
length is illustrated in Fig. 10. As a contrast to variable
sensing time, the interference increases monotonously with
the increase in frame length. The interference mitigation
by adaptive uplink power control are around 8 dB under
high SNR and 5.5 dB under low SNR. Finally, a three
dimensional plot for energy efficiency under low SNR
regime is shown in Fig. 11, which provides a joint insight of
energy efficiency on sensing time and frame length. It can
be seen that higher energy efficiency can be achieved by a
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joint appropriate selection of sensing time and frame length.
Specifically, various frame lengths do not much affect the
values of optimal sensing times while the performance
(achievable energy efficiency) of various frame lengths is
affected by the given sensing length, especially when frame
length is smaller than 500 ms. However, this effect gradually
vanishes when frame length becomes larger. It is to note
that the shown trend of achievable energy efficiency by
various sensing time and frame length in this figure reaches
consistent conclusion with our previous results.
It is also observed that the our theoretical and simulated
results are in perfect agreement for all cases above.
C. Uplink Adaptation
Based on previous discussion, one may reach to the con-
clusion that the power control is not always energy efficient
(for low SNR regime) in a CR aided HCN. Therefore, it
would be more interesting to further explore the impact of
power control of SD with variable power control factor Γ
on the energy efficiency and throughput of the proposed
network. Because P 0SD = P
max
SD + Γ, with fixed P
max
SD , it
is equivalent to explore the impact of power control of SD
with variable required P 0SD . This may be considered as a
case where the required P 0SD is varying subject to different
network QoS requests. The duration of sensing and frame
length are both fixed as 2 ms and 100 ms, respectively. Fig.
12 illustrates the impact of variable power control factor
from Γ = −70 dB to Γ = −30 dB, on the throughput
of SD. It can be seen that the throughput increases as Γ
increases which is equivalent to the increase of required P 0SD
under both the low and high SNR regime during adaptive
power control. There is another non-intuitive result which
can be deduced from comparison of the curves with power
control and without power control. That is, the achievable
throughput with power control may exceed the achievable
throughput without power control when Γ is large enough.
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The break point is at around -47 dB. This is mainly because
although the transmission power of SD with power control
is the same as the case without power control when Γ breaks
this threshold, the LU still employs power control with
fixed Γp, thereby reduces the average transmission power
and benefits the achievable throughput of SD. It is implied
that with targeted performance guaranteed, the LU should
also employ adaptive power control in order to improve the
performance of both the SD and itself.
Fig. 13 presents the energy efficiency of SD versus
the variable Γ. It can be observed that under low SNR
network, the energy efficiency curve has similar trend as
throughput. As we discussed, the transmission power is not
dominant over the total power consumption and the low
received power P 0SD gives low throughput but the extra
power consumptions (sensing and electronic circuit power
consumption) still exist and keep the same, which degrade
the energy efficiency when Γ is relatively small. The reason
why the energy efficiency is higher than the case without
power control when Γ is large enough is due to the limited
transmission power of LU with power control, which is
consistent with the previous throughput results we discussed
before. Furthermore, it is rather interesting to investigate the
impact of power control on energy efficiency under high
SNR regime. It is further observed that power control would
boost energy efficiency under high SNR regime because
compared with high transmission power, the extra power
consumptions do not affect the overall energy efficiency too
much. However, the energy efficiency curve is not simply
monotonously decreasing. Instead, the curve increases firstly
and then decreases. This is because that even for high SNR,
when Γ is very small the transmission power of SD may be
relatively small which would degrade energy efficiency like
the low SNR case. As Γ increases, the average transmission
power of SD with power control also increases corre-
spondingly and gradually becomes dominant over the total
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Fig. 15. Optimal sensing time for energy efficiency vs power control
factor.
power consumptions. Until the energy efficiency reaches the
maximum value when Γ = −67 dB and then decreases as
the transmission power approaches the case without power
control. In addition, the interference to LU versus variable
power control factor is illustrated in Fig. 14. It can be
seen that under both SNR networks, as Γ increases the
interference to LU gradually increases and approaches the
interference level without power control, which is consistent
with our previous simulation results.
Last but not least, the impact of variable Γ on the the
optimal sensing time for the maximum energy efficiency are
shown in Fig. 15. It is to note that Fig. 15 is for low SNR
regime case which is almost overlapping with the curve with
the high SNR regime. It can be observed that the optimal
sensing increases from 2.4 ms to 6.2 ms as power control
factor varies from Γ = −70 dB to Γ = −40 dB. Moreover,
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energy efficient optimal sensing lengths and optimal frame
length (the shortest length with maximum achieved energy
efficiency) under two SNR regime are summarized as Table
II, which also includes the results from [19] and [23]. It can
be seen that the most energy efficient options of sensing and
frame lengths between strategies with and without power
control over high and low SNR are marked (with *) and
compared with [19] and [23]. The corresponding energy
efficiency gain with the optimal sensing length and frame
length are highlighted in percentage, which are 11% and
14% under high SNR, and 5% and 7% under low SNR,
respectively. It is also worthy of note that the energy effi-
ciency gain is because of our accurate derivation model with
precise optimal value and power control strategy. This table
also reflects the fact that adaptive power control may lead to
diversity of both the optimal sensing time and optimal frame
length for the maximum energy efficiency. The sensing time,
frame length and power control factor should be adaptively
changed subject to the network environments to achieve the
required performance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analysed the energy efficiency and
throughput of SDs in a CR aided HCN based on the
frame structure which consists of variable sensing and
data transmission slots. The achievable energy efficiency
and throughput of the SD have been both analytically
expressed with adaptive power control under high SNR
and low SNR regimes where the mobile users (SD and
LUs ) are transmitting with adaptive power to meet the
desired target QoS. The impact of uplink adaptation and
subsequently variable duration of sensing and frame length,
on the achievable energy efficiency and throughput have
been critically illustrated for both the high SNR and low
SNR environments with energy detection spectrum sensing.
The analysis of the tradeoff between energy efficiency and
throughput of the SD is very useful to determine the future
required cognitive frame structure for cellular networks.
The behaviour of the adaptive power control has been
investigated and it has been found that uplink power control
may lead to decrease in energy efficiency of HCNs (in very
low SNR regime). While power control would boost energy
efficiency under high SNR regime and energy efficiency
enhancement critically depends on the amount of extra
power consumptions. The significant interference mitigation
to LU by employing adaptive uplink power control is also
verified by simulation results. Moreover, it has also been
shown that the optimal sensing time and frame length which
maximizes the energy efficiency of the SD strictly depends
on the power control factor employed in the network. The
proper frame structure and power control factor should be
adaptively chosen to achieve the required performance of
the SD at the same time to further reduce the interference
to the legal LU.
All the current work on this issue is mainly in the scope of
terrestrial cellular network. Recently, the demand for higher
rate and reliable broadband communications is accelerating
all over the world, which also brings attention of CR
techniques into satellite communications domain to further
increase system capacity, especially at Ka-band [41, 42]. As
future work, we will look into possible ways and potential
technical challenges of applying our current scheme into
satellite-ground networks.
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
The first partial derivative of variable Rˆ with respect to
T can be derived as
Rˆ′(T ) =
τ
T 2
{
P(H0) (1−Pfa)
(
rˆ0
(
1−Psp
)
+ rˆ1P
s
p
)
+ P(H1) (1−Pd)
(
rˆ0
(
1−Psip
)
+ rˆ1P
s
ip
)}
+
T − τ
T
{
P(H0) (1−Pfa)
×
(
rˆ0
(
−
∂ Psp
∂ T
)
+ rˆ1
∂ Psp
∂ T
)
+ P(H1) (1−Pd)
(
rˆ0
(
−
∂ Psip
∂ T
)
+ rˆ1
∂ Psip
∂ T
)}
.
(A.1)
The partial derivation of Psp and P
s
ip with respect to T can
be derived as
∂ Psp
∂ T
=
α0
(T − τ)2
(
1− exp
(
−
T − τ
α0
))
−
1
T − τ
exp
(
−
T − τ
α0
)
, (A.2)
∂ Psip
∂ T
=
−α1
(T − τ)2
(
1− exp
(
−
T − τ
α1
))
+
1
T − τ
exp
(
−
T − τ
α1
)
, (A.3)
respectively.
With series expansion of exponential function ex = 1 +
x
1! +
x2
2! +
x3
3! + ... and when T approaches τ and +∞, the
limit of Psp and P
s
ip can be derived as
lim
T→τ
P
s
p = lim
T→τ
(
1−
α0
T − τ
(
1− exp
(
−
T − τ
α0
)))
= 0, (A.4)
lim
T→τ
P
s
ip = lim
T→τ
α1
T − τ
(
1− exp
(
−
T − τ
α1
))
= 1,
(A.5)
lim
T→+∞
P
s
p = lim
T→+∞
(
1−
α0
T − τ
(
1− exp
(
−
T − τ
α0
)))
= 1, (A.6)
lim
T→+∞
P
s
ip = lim
T→+∞
α1
T − τ
(
1− exp
(
−
T − τ
α1
))
= 0,
(A.7)
respectively. Similarly, the limit of
∂ Psp
∂ T
(T − τ) and
∂ Psip
∂ T
(T − τ) when T approaches τ and +∞ can be
respectively derived as
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∆ J =
˜ˆ
J − J˜
=
(T − τ)
(
P(H0) (1−Pfa) rˆ0 + P(H1) (1−Pd) rˆ1
)
PcT + Psτ + P tSD(T − τ)
(
P(H0) (1−Pfa) + P(H1) (1−Pd)
)
−
(T − τ)
(
P(H0) (1−Pfa) r0 + P(H1) (1−Pd) r1
)
PcT + Psτ + PmaxSD (T − τ)
(
P(H0) (1−Pfa) + P(H1) (1−Pd)
) ,
=
ac log2
(
N0+hssP
t
SD
N0+hssPmaxSD
)
+ a (a+ b)
(
PmaxSD log2
(
1 +
hssP
t
SD
N0
)
− P tSD log2
(
1 +
hssP
m
SDax
N0
))
(c+ PmaxSD (a+ b)) (c+ P
t
SD(a+ b))
+
bc log2
(
(N0+hLSP
t
LU+hssP
t
SD)(N0+hLSP
max
LU )
(N0+hLSPmaxLU +hssP
max
SD
)(N0+hLSP tLU )
)
(c+ PmaxSD (a+ b)) (c+ P
t
SD(a+ b))
+
b (a+ b)
(
PmaxSD log2
(
1 +
hssP
t
SD
N0+hLSP tLU
)
− P tSD log2
(
1 +
hssP
m
SDax
N0+hLSPmaxLU
))
(c+ PmaxSD (a+ b)) (c+ P
t
SD(a+ b))
. (B.1)
lim
P t
SD
→Pmax
SD
∆(J) =
bc log2
(
(N0+hLSP
t
LU+hssP
max
SD )(N0+hLSP
max
LU )
(N0+hLSPmaxLU +hssP
max
SD
)(N0+hLSP tLU )
)
(c+ PmaxSD (a+ b))
2
+
b (a+ b)PmaxSD
(
log2
(
1 +
hssP
max
SD
N0+hLSP tLU
)
− log2
(
1 +
hssP
m
SDax
N0+hLSPmaxLU
))
(c+ PmaxSD (a+ b))
2 > 0, (B.5)
lim
P t
SD
→0
∆(J) =
a log2
(
N0
N0+hssPmaxSD
)
+ b log2
(
N0+hLSP
max
LU
N0+hLSPmaxLU +hssP
max
SD
)
(c+ PmaxSD (a+ b))
< 0. (B.6)
lim
T→τ
∂ Psp
∂ T
(T − τ) =
lim
T→τ
α0
(T − τ)
(
1− exp
(
−
T − τ
α0
))
− lim
T→τ
exp
(
−
T − τ
α0
)
= 0, (A.8)
lim
T→τ
∂ Psip
∂ T
(T − τ) =
lim
T→τ
−α1
(T − τ)
(
1− exp
(
−
T − τ
α1
))
+ lim
T→τ
exp
(
−
T − τ
α1
)
= 0, (A.9)
lim
T→+∞
∂ Psp
∂ T
(T − τ) =
lim
T→+∞
α0
(T − τ)
(
1− exp
(
−
T − τ
α0
))
− lim
T→+∞
exp
(
−
T − τ
α0
)
= 0, (A.10)
lim
T→+∞
∂ Psip
∂ T
(T − τ) =
lim
T→+∞
−α1
(T − τ)
(
1− exp
(
−
T − τ
α1
))
+ lim
T→+∞
exp
(
−
T − τ
α1
)
= 0. (A.11)
By substituting the equations (A.4) - (A.11) into (A.1),
the limit of Rˆ′(T ), when T approaches τ and +∞, can be
finally expressed as
lim
T→τ
Rˆ′(T ) =
1
τ
(
P(H0) (1−Pfa) rˆ0
+ P(H1) (1−Pd) rˆ1
)
> 0,
lim
T→+∞
Rˆ′(T ) =0
(
P(H0) (1−Pfa) rˆ1
+ P(H1) (1−Pd) rˆ0
)
= 0, (A.12)
respectively.
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
If
˜ˆ
J and J˜ denote simplified energy efficiency of SD in
the proposed HCN with power control and without power
control, respectively, then∆J can be derived as (B.1), where
the parameters a, b and c are given by
a = P(H0)(1 −Pfa), (B.2)
b = P(H1)(1 −Pd), (B.3)
c =
Pc T + Psτ
T − τ
. (B.4)
Then the limits of ∆ J when P tSD approaches P
max
SD and
0 can be respectively derived as (B.5) and (B.6). With the
rule of log function (if x > 1 and y < 1, logx(y) < 0),
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it is straightforward to achieve the results of (B.5) and
(B.6). Taking (B.6) as an example, the denominator of (B.6)
is positive apparently and numerator is negative because
N0
N0+hssPmaxSD
and
N0+hLSP
max
LU
N0+hLSPmaxLU +hssP
max
SD
are both < 1. Same
set of hint also applies to (B.5).
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETER SETTINGS
Narrowband bandwidth (B) 6 MHz
Noise PSD (N0/2) −198 dBW/Hz
HCN cell radius (rd) 500 m
Circuit power (Pc) 200 mW
Sensing power (Ps) 100 mW
Worst-case received SNR from LU −15 dB
PC factor of LU (Γp) −60 dB
Target detection probability (Pd) 90%
Mean of traffic and idle duration of LU (α1,α0)
(352 ms,
650 ms)
Basic path-loss exponent (βa) 2
Additional path-loss exponent (βb) 2
Break point of path-loss curve (g) 1212 m
Path-loss constant (K) 1
TABLE II
ENERGY EFFICIENT OPTIMAL SENSING LENGTH AND FRAME LENGTH (* STAND FOR THE MOST ENERGY EFFICIENT OPTION BETWEEN WITH AND
WITHOUT POWER CONTROL UNDER HIGH AND LOW SNR)
High SNR Low SNR
Sensing length Frame length Sensing length Frame length
With power control 1.8 ms* 366 ms* 1.8 ms 396 ms
Without power control 1.8 ms 132 ms 1.6 ms* 160 ms*
Results from [19] and [23] 2.55 ms 100 ms 2.55 ms 100 ms
Energy efficiency gain between [19]/[23] and * 11% 14% 5% 7%
